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INTRODUCTION 

Since Viner's (1950) tine it is customary to measure the 
welfare effects of economic imtogration by using his concept of 

trade creation and trado diversion. This reflect the welfare 
of the world economy as a whole, It is therefore difficult to 
imagine that countries wishing to fora a custom union should take 
Such measurements into account. In fact a custom union will be 
Formed not only to facilitate trade amung its members, but also 
to exploit as much as possible its trade possibilities with the 
rest of the world 

  

“it is furthermore ususl tu compare the final post integration 
Situation with the actual pre-integration position. In this the 
additional error is incursed of ossipalng to the creation of the 
union benefits which really stem from a more rational commercial 
policy, benefits which could have hecn obtained without having 
to form the union 

It ds She purpose of the prescat paper to present e procedure 
to estimate the benefits of economic integration from the point 
of view of the monbers of the unicn, separating these benefits 

  

from those obtained from a more rationsI commercial policy, in 
the spirit of a previous essay (Junto! and Martfrena-HManted, 1973). 

The paper can be logically divided betwvon two parts differ 
ing markedly in the degroe of generality. The first part 
corresponds to the first five sections. In it the argusents pro 
prosented geonetrically for a very siaple tin commodity - three 

() Vapor presented at the Third Latin American Regional Meeting 
of the Econometric Society, Mexico City, July 1982. 
The paper was written with the support of the Consejo Nacional 
de Investigaciones Científicas y Téenicas of Argentina. 

  

  

    

   



   

  

    
   
    

    

    

   

   

Country world. Section onc presents some introductory coments 
on the type of benefits we do not wish to measure. Section two 
anatyros the formation of a union in such a way that dt has no 
‘effect oh the rest of the world. Section three determines the 
ndividually rationsl pro-union tariff equilibrium and section 
four the collectively rational postunion optimal tariff. Section 
ive sunnarizes the pains from integration in the simple model. 

The second part is expounded in section six.and the 
‘appendix. In the text tho main results are suansrized following 

the main aspects the nore expository first part while more 
‘technical aspects are treated in the Appendix.
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jo standard story ah! tho true benefits from 
  

tepratioa 

Tho present section will ‘give an example showing that the 
usual analysis measures benefits which cannot be truly attributed 
to the process of integration. 

Figure 1 is taken from Johnson (1962), and represents a 
world economy consisting of three countries. Items refering to 
‘the home country will be identified with D; similarly S and 
W are reserved for the partner county and the rest of the 
World respectively. These three countries trade in two commodities 
m and o, which correspond 1o the home country imports and 
exports and to the other two cowtrics exports and imports. 

‘The Figure shows 1he quantity ef the home country's imports 
fon the horizontal axis sit its price in terns of exports in the 
international market on the vertical axis. The curse labelled 

  Dy represents the deaund schedule of the hone colhtry for its 
imports, given its incone in terms of exports, wheress Sy às 
the corresppnding supply curve. The horizontal lines Sy and 
Sg represent the supply curves of the other two countries 
assuned to be porfectiy clastic with the partner producing at 
higher costs tha» the rest of the world, The horizontal Line 

  

S'y lios above Sy hy the amount of the tariff initially set 
by the hone country ou its imports. Obviously, preintegration 
equilibriua roquires that the homo country obtains al its 
Imports from the Jowor cost producer, in this case the rest of 
the world, This equilibrius is given by the Intersection of 
‘the two domostic curves with the hor: 
turift sty. 

On the other hand the post integration equilibrivi will 

  ntal supply curve cum 

de given by the intersectior of the domestic supply*and denand 
curves with the supply curve of the partner Sg, since the 
discrininatory removal of the turiff on imports from the partner 
WEIL give donestic snporters access to this chesper source. 
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FIGURE 4



  

The not benefits to the honc country ave obtained by substracting 
from the sum of the gain in consumer surplus B, and the savings 
of domestic resources 5, , the additional cost C due to 
Yeplacing the imports by a wore expensive foreign source. Thus 
in the present example ene coud conclude that economic 
integration will be beneficia] to the home country, 

  

Nevertheless this conclusion às false. The theory of the 
optimal tariff so well presented by 11. Johnson (1958) hinself 
shows that wader the proscit .csurptions, there Should be no 
tariffs in the pre integration situation. Therefore the b 
measured by the two triangles b, and B, are reslly mot” 
attributable to the process of integration, In fact, the cost 
of integration will he measured by the trapeze between the tuo 
supply curves Sg and S, and the domestic supply aud demand curves 5 
and Dp. Any benefit must be uttribured te a more rational 
consercial policy, which could he followed hy the hone country: 
withour having to set up an agreenent with jts partner. 

  

  efits   

  

  

rard_presintegration position Qetwet Vern       sine from 

In the present section it will be shown how an agreement 
to eliminate tariffs between partners and setting a common 
tariff with the rest of the world wilt bring about a benefit to 
the union as a whole whatever the initial tariff levels are. 
The situation can he analyzed with the hetp of Figure 2 which 
is @ simplification of the graph presented by Johnson (1962) 
for a different question. 

The description of the world cconony is the same as in 
the previous section except that ‘in the present more genera} 
model increasing costs are allowed «



 
 

  
FIGURE 2 
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encr exports PV to the hone country, who    

The joint pain from trave of the two candidate partners 
can be represented by the area enclosed by the irregular polygon 
QRSTUV. This area is co 
the hone coustry, the trapeze PQRS and those accruing to 
the partner, the trapeze PTUV 

osed by the benefits accruing to    

The benefits of the hone country come from consumer surplus, 
the area under the demand curve above a horizontal through point 
R plus the pjuccads of the turiff, the ares of the rectangle 
with base PQ and height Qi . Benefits of the partner 4 
country stem from producer surplus, the ares above its supply 
curve and below a hori   ntal through point U plus the proceeds 
from its export tax gives by the ores of the rectangle with base 
PY and height Vu. 

  

r_now the effect of liberaiizing trade anong partners. 
in order to facilitate graphical onaiysis, assume that the union 
sets a common tariff for £ts Smports from the rest of the world 
such that the international price and hence trade with the rest 
of the world iz not affected, 

‘Thg_nex equilibrium point will be R* on the home country's 
demand curve obtained in the following way. Shift the horizontal 
segnent VQ vertically downvards to the position UW and 
then shift {t upwards silding it long the partner's supply curve 

  

Sg Keeping the point U on that curve until the other extreme 
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touches the domestic demand curve at R'. Due to this 
construction Nº R' roproscnts the same imports from the rest 
Of the world as previously did VQ. The segment P'V! now 
represents the inports from the partner at a new common domestic 
price OD" , which also induces a domestic demand of PYR". 

  

‘The new tariff is given by the segnent PP'. The gains 
from trado to the union at the new situation are given by the 
area of the polygon TU'Q!R'S and can be decomposed as 
follows. The donostic consumer surplus $s the €riangle P! Rt S 
under tho denand curve. The hone country's tariff proceeds às 
given by Its isports from the rest of the world VIR! multiplied 
by the tariff PP! and con bo represented by the area of the 
parallelogran Y! QUE Y! . Finally tho partner's producer 
suuplvs which de gjvon by the triangte TV" Pt above Ate supply 

  

Since the area of the triangle UU'V equals that of the 
ingle WQ'O St ds easily seen that ghe new situation 

  

  

represents a gein with respect to the initie] situation equal 
to the ares of tho trisnglc WR'N. This area is one half the 
increase in the hono co   sy's imports, tines the segment RM 
Which by construction is equal to the sun of the tariffs set 
by the hom country plus export duty set by the partner before 
the unton ls formed. This segont therefore represents the 
pre-integration discrepancy between the internal prices of the 
home country's: imports in the two candidate partner countries. 

  

    
  

  

The gains obtained in this sualysis represent a lower bound 
to the possible gains. A common external tariff set optimally ~ Se 
cannot provide lover benefits. Note that the final position 
alvays implies a gain in the bencfits accruing to the partner, 
but mot necessarily to those of the hone country, so that some 
Kind of transfer fron the pariner-to the hose country may be 
needed in certain coses. 

 



    
  3. The indivigually rational or Cournot tariff equilibrium 

As argued in a provious essay (Mantel as 
1973) the true welfare «ffects of integration should not 
include the benefits resulting from a more rational post- 
integration behavior. Thus the natural starting point for 
the measurement of benefits should be the equilibrium solution 
to a tariff var, formally a non-competitive cane. 

    

In the present simple moJcl, such a Cournot equilibrium 
the Nash solution to the associated game of strategy- can be 
easily determined as is done in Figure 3, which represents the 
same international economy as Figure 2. For simplicity in the 
graphical presentation st will be assumed that tariffs are 
specific, e fixed enount per unit imported. 

  

The individug) nuximum for cach country is obtained by 
yximizing its utility subject to the net supply of the rest 

of the world, given their tariffs. In other words, the excess 
demand curve of each country should intersect the sum of the 
marginal excess supply of the non-partner and that of the 
candidate partner, the latter shifted by the amount of the 
torito, 

  

or pesado, E; a air obtive ração usp ta 
set by the candidate partner, Mis optimo] tariff "int be the 
Vertical. dlstence:betvoen the Vises. Bond. D corresponding 

o thrcugh the later 
tection B of the vertical thromh the free trade point E 
tnd the horizontal through A, whore $M bits the vertical 
tule, That this 1 86 can be seca 1€ one notes that change 
In the partaet's cxport tas shift the supply Lino 8 é 
parabie? to itself. One of these shifted supply Lines goes 
through 5. By construction, this Lino must Intersect the 
vertical dxis ete distance below. A oxectly equal to RE; s0¢ 
that the corresponding 

  
  

  

  
ginal aggregate suprly must go through 

10



  

the free trado point 1, and FR would then give the home 
country's optimal tariff. It is easily verified that any point 

on É has the property that if one of the family of S+™ 
curves goes through it, then the corresponding marginal curve 
intersects D above it. Therefore the equilibrium price- 
quantity combination must 1ic on By 

  

  

A similar argument provides the ether equilibrium locus 
8 + W drawn through point D. Mere Ct and D play the-roles 
of A and B, respectively, E that of R. Point C is 
‘the intersection of the hone demand and the excess supply of 
the rest of tho world; 0 is on the horigontal through C 
and the paralla) to K through F, and E ds the ántersectics 
Of the tuo supply Lines. 

  

The intersection of the equilibrium tines T and Bow 
defermines the Cournot equilibrium point 1, giving the hom 
country's Imports anJ their internations) price in terms of 
exports. The hoe coun‘ ry's optimal tariff is, by constructio 
the segment joining 1 vertically to its demand line D. Net 
world exports are given by the segment joining 1 horizontal 
to the equilibrium lino É net of world supply, whereas the 
vertical segment joining S with 5 represents the optima 
export tax for the partner, given the hone country's tariff. 
The resulting pictuie is as in Figure 2, giving a complete 
description of the pre-union Cournot or Nash tariff equilibrium. 
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4. 
A 

optima! tarser union Beye 
Use 

+ 
     collectively ratio 

  

  Our post-integration reference point will be the tariff 
‘optimizing union. We cannot find empirical significance to! 
the benevolent union, curefully designed so as mot to hurt an} 
non-union mezber. Instyad we assume that the union behaves. 
agressively exploiting its foreign trade possibilities as much 
as possible 

  

  

  

  

The aptinal tariff union has been depicted in Figure £. As 
before D, S, W represent the excess demand of the hone count 
and the excess supplies of the partner and of the rest of the 
world, The‘curve WMa is the marginal curve corresponding to 
Wo and S+WMa ds the partner excess supply added to the World 
marginal supply. The intersection of this curve at T gives 
the equilibrium imports of the home country and the common 
domestic price p + t. The horizontal through T intersects 
curve S it point U, pivensthe equilibrium quantity of the 
partner's exports and curve Wiis at A giving the equilibriw: 
quantity of the exports of !he 
ing international price is found by dropping a vertical from the 
latter intersection to curve Y, thus providing point Y. 

  

  st of the world. The correspon 

It As important to note that point 2, the intersection of 
the horizontal through Y with the supply curve $, defines 
with point T a segment -not shown in the Ligure- which is 
Parallel to the aggregate supply curve S + M, This follows 
from the definition of the marginal supply curve. The lino WMu 
bisects the angle formed by the line W and the vertical axis. 
Since aggregation ás a linear operation, the same property holds 
for the corresponding ugarcestes, so that the line 5 + WMa 
bisects the angle formed by the line S+W and S -the Latter 
boing of course the sun of itself with the vertical axis- . 

  

     

 



 



  

Thus the point at which these three Tines mect is on S, to 
the left of 2 and at a distance equal to EU from it. 
Therefore a line parallel to S+M through T must bisect 
the segment defined by this triple intersection and point U, 
so that it goes through 2. 

Consequently if ove multiplies the tariff -the length KY- 
by the siope of the world supply curve W one obtains the 
length of the segnent UA. This is of course, the well known 
formula which states that the optima] rate of the tariff equals 
the reciprocal of the foreign supply elasticity. It also 
Follows that if TY isparaticito 5 chen ZV equals UT. 

  

‘The gains from integration 

According to our previous anslysos it is possible to 
decompose the gains fron integration accruing to the moxbers 
of the union into tuo parts. These parts will be measured in 
monetary terms using the traditional consumer surplus analysis 

from the formation of a benevolent 
aunien afd those obtained fron exploiting the rest of the world 
respectively. 

and correspond to the gi 

  

According te our analysis in Sections"2 and 3 the gains 
from the formation of benevolent union are given by one half 
of the intraunion trade creation times the difference between 
the domestic prices of the hone cvuntry’s importables in the 
two partner countries in torus of the domestic country's 
exportable: 

  

In other words, these benefits are one half of the quantity 
by which the hone country’s inportables increase when going fror 
the Cournot point to the benevolent union equilibrium tines tho 

15



  

sum of the hone country's tariff plus the partner export tax 
at the Coutnot equilibrium. This benefit can be visualized 5 
An Fáguro 2 as the aroz of the triangle RWR' - The gains from 
exploiting the vest af the world peasured in monctary terms, are 
Riven by one half of the increase of the rest of the'world 
exports to the union multiplied hy the sum of the increase in 
the international price of the hone country importables in toras 
of expostables plus the reduction in the conmon tariff oa the 
same goods. 

‘The analysis Leadin: te this formula can be followed in 
Figure 5 which ossontial!y reproduces Yigure 4 with the addition 
of the representation of the bonevolent union. As in Figure 4 
point T dn Figure 5 reprosents the final optimal tariff 
equilibrius point on th hone cou:try"s demand curve. The points 
U, Vand Z retain their position. The equilibrium of the 
benevolent union is at C on the denand curve of the home country 
Drawing horizontals and a paralici to S through C one obtains 

  

E,F aud G, similar in meaning as the points corresponding 
to the optina) tariff. The points M,N and P are common to 
both equilibria . + 

  

Consider the surpluses In both situations for the union. 
They are given in cach case hy consumer surplus «area under the 
hhone demand curve sbove the domestic price= , producer surplus 
“area above the partner supply curve below the domestic price 
and the ariff proceeds area betuven the donestic and 
international price lines, to the right of § and to the left 

S through the equilibriva point. 

     

  

Xt ds then easily checked that the henefir from more 
  

  

  

  

agressive behaviour of the union can be mousured by the differences 
between two surfaces: the trapeze enclosed by the polygonal * 
CTVM minus the parallelogram N26 

16
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From the analysis dn section 4, the main diagonal of the 
parallelogran TVZU is parallel to that of VPFM, so that 
‘these two are similar, and their heights are in the 
than their sides. Thus ono finds 

  ne relation 

Testy + Ko FP . 

or equivalently 

IT .FR- FE. Tv 

showing that the parallclograms TVMN and VPGZ have ‘equal 
area. The gain for the union then reduces to the sum of the 
areas of the triangle CTN and the parallelogram VPFM. 

  

  

  

Denoting by au, at ond Ap the increases in imports 
from the rest of the world, tariffs and international prices, 
respectively, one cbtains 

  

Ares oferta + Jowleo (o +09) 
Area of VPFM = Caro ap 
Benefits io 

beret) ta arte j A ‘Thus the optinal taritt"Provides benefits of one half the creation 
of trade with the rest of the world multiplied by the sum of the 
increase in the International price of world exports and the torif 
reduction, These three incresents wi11 be alt positive if the 
currentitariff is too high, negative in the opposite situation. 

 



   



  

“+
 

. The benefits from Integration with mony countries and commodities 
  

In the general case we have to start from an initial Nash 
for Cournot equilibrium. The existence of such equilibrium has 
been shown for the general threc country, two commodity, many 
consumer's case in 8 previous paper (Mantel and Martirens-Mante!, 
1973) and the 1-commodity, n-country case in Otani (1978). 

The welfare effects uf the benevolent union has been 
analized by Kemp and Wan (1976) who showed that such a union can 
be designed so as to improve the welfare of the union members 
without hurting the rest of the world. 

  

Grinols (1981) later showed how the compensations necessary 
for the Kemp and Wan results can be implemented basing his 
analysis on the Grandmont and McFadden theorem on classical gains 
from Frade (1972). 

Tt thould be emphasized that al1 those authors analyze the 
formation of what we may call 2 “benevolent union" starting from 
an initio11y árrationol position. This is so because they are 
careful to design a commercial policy which will not hurt the 
residents of non union countries 

In contrast with this our aim is to measure the true benefit 
from integration, starting from an individually rational 
situation to a collectively Fational final solution. Rationality 
being defined in terns of applying commercial policies which 
make the best of the countries or union foreign trade opportuniti 

Thus the third step in our analysis has not as fer as we 
Know been taken before und consists in obtaining further gains 
for the union by imposing the common tariff structure in an 
Optimal way. The First difficulty that has to be taken care of 
im defining an optimal tariff in the general Arrow and Debreu 
mode] of conpetitive cquilibrium -in which no interpersonal 
utility comparisons are possible- is to define what is meant by 
optimal. 
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For this purpose xo will adopt Iebreu's coefficient of 
Feswurce util 
of the oc 
levels ure kept auchanged, to our present needs which refer to 

vidual welfare has to be improved. 

  stron, which is adapted to comparing a giv. 

  

  jony with an optinal owe ia which individual preference 

  

The technique we shali omploy is to determine for every 
individual residing in the union meaber country a directil 
preference over the statu quo. By this we mean a bundle of 
connodities for euch consumer which when added to the statu quo 
or Cournot atiocation of that consumer will make him better off, 
ané the more so the larger the scale of this bundle. 1º is then 
easy to defins optimality, ia torms of the scale associated with 
this bundle, Me shul) consider a tariff structure optinal if 
this seale common to all individuals in the union, is maximal, 
As is shown dn th Aprendiz such a maximum exists and represents 
a Pareto inprovensnt forthe individuals residing in the union, 

      
     

  

Three questions cin be raised about this solution - 
1+ Are thcro always strict Paroto inprovenents? 
2 Mou do ve mcwsure the benefits? 
3» Mave do vo iaplenent the union?   

The fifst question can be answered by considering in which 
‘ease there vill be no improvewents. The most obvious case is 
that in ehich the mochars + (sho union andthe union itself are 
emal) countries. We know that in that ease no tariff can be 
optimal so thit both the Cournot eolution and the beligerant 
union solution coincide with free trade. 

      

A comentar 1 se, is that In which the union even 
though the county ics aid the union sro sma1] with respect to the 
rest of the world there are soue Jocal commodities traded suong 
the monbere of the union for which supply and demand elasticities 
are finito. In this case there will bo tariffs anong the 

  

  

  

  

   



  

candidate partners at the Cournot solution. Integration will 
then lead to free trado. 

  

, In order to ansucr the second question the total pure 
“benefits Of integration will be broken up into two components 

as was done in section 5. The first component measures the 
benefits from moving from the Cournot equilibrium to a benevolent 
union whereas the second component measures the benefits of 
converting the benevolent union into a beligerant one. 

  

  Since consumer surplus has no meaning in the présent contest 
we propose to measure the benefits by the percentage increase 
of the value of the usgropnte consumption over the union 
measured at “final donestic prices 

    

Thus we have for the relative benefits in the first step 
the expression (@%/ G,x)-1 vhero à denotes the connon 
domestic price vector in the benevolent union, % the correspond 
ing ageregate consumption of the meabes countries and x the 
same aggregate consumption at the Cournt equilibriun.   

Similarly for the second step the relative benefits are 
4 tivndy (Gh / 531 were Gand % refer to domestic 

prices and aggregate consumption of the union after an optimal 
tariff structure has heen set by the union, 

A measure Of the total increase in benefits is given along 
sinitar Lines by (4% /4x)-1 corresponding to a direct move 

al tariff,   from the Cournot cquil Ibrium to the opt! 

‘Tho third question cun be awiverod following the lead of 
Grinos by computing the values of the tranfers needed. With 
sono modifications this analysis applies to out cage of forming 
a béligerant union starting from Cournot equilibrium.



Let 2! denote the ith union monber net Import vector at 
the Cournot point traded at “international prices p. Similarly 
let ZÉ and fi be the corresponding net trade and price vectors 
of the beligerant union. Then BE! is the value of the ith 
country post union trade at international prices; since it 
Fepresents the difference between the value of its consumption 

  

and that of ¿ts production, it is the not subsidy it requires at th 
new equilibrium, Adding all these subsidies up one obtains the 
net trade of the union, which must equal the value of the net 
exports of the rest of the world which by Kalrus lew is zéro. 
In other words, total net subsidies valved at international.prices 

1£ on the other hand ono measures this subsidy at domestic 
prices one obtains § 3! . The difference §- p+ is the 
tariff so that the ape 
the proceeds of the tarit£ TE, since as has been said the 
value of the union's net import is zero. 

  gate subsidy at domestic prices equals 

V
e



APPENDIX 

AO. tn order to obtain more genorei results than those in che 
text it will be assumed thot the world economy consists of 
a certsin maber of countries, of which those lebelled 

sm aro tho candiduto partners of che cxbton union. 
GE the world 4s soon only through its excess supply 

function f{p) + where Pp represente the n-coordinate vector 
SE sale astlonat picess chercss tie ceerssnares fi 
represent the: corresponding net exports. This function 

E VBR casual mmption 2£ soso depre temaganety TH 
Pl us pillas: Mires len, 20 Ue EG) © 
for ait p. Except for being differentiable as needed ne 
additional gestrict ions will be imposed on At. 

» 

    

Country à is inhabited by my consumers und production 
ís carried out within its frontiers by ny firms. Consumer 
5 of comtry 5 consumes a vector x!) of commodities ami 

‘ owns initial resources wi), His consumption to be feasible 

  

must be in his consumption set x! . Each firm produces a 
vector of net outputs yiÉ which is in its production 
possibility ser Yi 

ch vector Of not Imports to the country xt the 
Sovernent redástributes income optinally according to a 
Welfare function b! depending on tho individual utility 
functios ul), Fron this Information it 4s possible to 
deduce the AtHs country Meade (1952)/ Rader (1972) induced 
preferences on its nct Imports, defined by the formula 

mox CoF [ull ex), as m0], 
A Fl e a By og 

A y) 

For 

  

  

    

ul ody     
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Given the usual usumptions in general cquilibriun theory: 
for oxumple as presented by Dobrew (1959) such utility functions 
are continuous and quasi concave and well defined on a convex 
closed trade possibility ser xt 

In the sequel no further reference will be nade’ to individual 
consumers and fires. It is always possible to retrace one's 
steps to obtain individual atocattons from the net trades of 
each country, but this information 1s irrelevant for the purposes 
of this essay. 

  

heligerant union over the 

  

The authorities o! the union are assume’ to set the tariffs 

  

“eptinally using sore weitare indicator B which depends on the 
levels of satisfaction 1° of the countries. Ihe optimization 
problem cam he set up sy the moxinicativa of this welfare 
indicator (R(u) subject to uj + u(x!) aud the usual feasibinity 
Condition that the aggr: gute Conswaption should not exceed the 
net imports fron the rest ef the worid. Substituting the excess 
supply functions of the vest of the vorld f(p) for the net 
imports, one can appl the incorez of the dependence of the 
objective fonction 
our caso- to obtain the first order differential of the function 
naxinized with respect to #11 variables except p in the follox 
ing fora: 

  

purancters -the international prices in 

  

ane at, ep 
where q denotes the vector of Lagrange multipliers associated 
with the market balance vquations and will therefore be taken as 
domestic prices. If weliare ed with respect 
to international prices, one obtains innediately the first order 
conditions 

igo to be mui     

at, o 

  

w
e



Note that because of Walras? Law p £(p) = 0 one has the identity 
El) + pf, (P) £9. Since the tariff is t= q-p, this 
necessary Condition for optimality can be written as 

  “ip 0) = Er) 
“this says thot, given the optimal tariff structure, the margins} 

effect of tariff revenue due to a pri 
quantity Imported of the corresponding commodity. _This formula 
defines u whole family of optimal tariff structures, In the two 
commudity World, vith 4 zero tariff on exports, it reduces 

| immediately to the familiar recáprocal relation between the tariff 
[as a Craction of the price of inports and the foreign price 
| elasticity of supply. 

  

increase equals the net 

The.second differential is then of course negative so that 
the Joss of setting a non-optinal tariff structure can be measured 
approximately by - 4.3/2. One has, ignoring cubic and 

  

higher foras, 

  

bee abe @, > Fane E se pr Tunas 
++ lt af Oa) Or 

Tut the second teim in the square brackets 4s zero because 
of the optimality condition, whereas zero homogeneity in internat tone 
prices of the foreign excess supply function iaplies by Euler's 
theorem that £, (p).p = 0. Monce 

mos Pas 0) pe 
“EL ct] pe 

hore the last relation is obtained as in the sinilár transtoratio 
of the necessary condition for optimality. 

This equation gives as a measure of the benefits of setting 
the cunmon tariff ut an optimal Jevel as one half of the valve 

SÍ the differences hotucen the marginal effects of international 
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prices aná the corresponding not import to the union, evaluated 
at the international pricos valid at the final equilibrium point. 

        

  

7 
enofits of the bone 1 over the Cournot sojut ion 

The benevolent union 'FodiãtriBDtES the net imports from x   

the rest of the world attained at the Cournot solution in an 
optimal vay using 4 welfare function B(u) where, ¥ is the 
vector of utilities. 

  

‘Thus the slleration of trades to countries in a benevolent 
union corresponds to the maximum of B(u) subject to 

  

aa y ody 

Aaa. Bat ro 

  

ero exists a vector of Lagrange 
eultipliors q such that 

  

ABS. “a 
indicot ing .the equality of the marginal rats of substitution 
of the different countrics. It will be assuned that a welfare    

ction has been chosen so that the individual countries trade 
balances measured at the international prices are tore . That 
this can be done has boon shown by Grinols (1981), so that one 
has 

  

PER pateo 
In general th competitivo cuuilibriun conditions for 

distorted trade differ from the relations listed before only 
Jn that the conmon tariff structure is replaced by a different 
tariff structure for each country. Therefore equation A.2.3. 
has yo bo vepluced in the case of a tariff ridden initial point q 
by 
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nas. à ds 
where ats p +t! che sun of Internetional prices plus the taritts sor by country i. 

  

Consider the effect of small changes moving the economy 
away fron a benevolent union. 

One has 
ae Aa. arrojada 

which at the dnitiai Benevolent union point becomes. 
42,7. as <r q dst = grad =o 
"where use has been made of the fact that initially 211 al are equal to q and that the difforentisi of aggregate trade of the union is zero due to equation A.2.2. since the internat tone prices and therefore he not imports from the rest of the world 
ronain unchanged 

In order to:determine the welfare effect it is necessary 
therefore to conpute the secon! differential   

om, rta ao gi a? xt [ERA «rui ado qualx   

  

where again uso has been a 
domestic price vectors. Again the warket balance equation A.2.2. 
guarantees that the second term in the above formula is zero. 

e of the equality of the initial 

On the other hand the constancy of the international prices 
also implies that changos ln domestic prices are equal to changes 
in the tariff so that Finally one obtains as an approxinate 
measure of benefits of moving to a benevolent union 

ih A eS 

   



This formula «us be imterproted by describing it as one 
half the value of the increase in net imports multiplied by 
the reduction jn the tariff 

Nove that in the special case analyzed in the text the 
sano result vas obtained, The corresponding formula was much 
simpler because in the 2-comodity worlJ only distortions on 
one of thor nocd to ho considored so that in the summation in 
formila 4.2.9. only two terms remuin. 
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